The Libertarian Party
For over 40 years the Libertarian Party has been a champion of freedom and peace. The Party
pioneered political positions on issues like the support of gun and equality rights, legalizing
marijuana, and reducing government spending and its regulatory burden – issues Americans
support in ever-increasing numbers1.
The Libertarian Party is the fastest growing political party in the nation, at a time when voters are
leaving the two old parties2 and looking for a better alternative3. Outspoken libertarian
celebrities and entertainers have helped bring awareness that the Libertarian Party can be that
alternative4. More and more Americans are registering as Libertarians5, where they can, and
announcing they are libertarians, including elected state representatives6.
During the previous two presidential campaigns, lifetime Libertarian Party member Ron Paul
ignited interest in libertarian ideas. Now, for the first time in history, a Libertarian presidential
candidate debate was broadcast on national television and the Libertarian nominee is polling in
double digits in nationwide polls7.
Across the country, Libertarian candidates are running for office at all levels8. They speak of fiscal
responsibility and social tolerance, and voters appreciate their sincerity about bringing
transparency to government and their respect for the dignity and choices of each individual.
Illinois arguably needs elected Libertarians more than any other state. We are ranked as one of
the worst run, with both a high tax burden and the lowest credit rating9. Tens of thousands of
citizens, along with their businesses and tax dollars, are leaving the state every year10. Clearly,
the two-party system is failing us and we need fresh solutions.
In the last gubernatorial election, over 100,000 Illinois citizens cast their votes for the Libertarian
candidate. Several state-wide Libertarian vote records were broken, as taxpayers chose qualified
and responsible libertarians over their politically-connected establishment opponents. With the
recent growth of the Libertarian Party, we expect that success to accelerate, so more Libertarian
officeholders can minimize government and maximize freedom, bringing peace and prosperity
to the American people.
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